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Why we
aren’t all
starving
T

Cutting
out the
political
hot air

BY THOMAS HAGER

HE recent news that twothirds of adults in the United
States are overweight or obese
– and the number continues to
grow – brings to mind a question that has bothered me since the
1970s: Why aren’t we all starving?
It was not that long ago that experts
were predicting that the skyrocketing human population would outstrip food supply, leading to mass famine. By now, millions were supposed to be perishing from
hunger every year. It was the old doomand-gloom mathematics of Thomas
Malthus: population shoots up geometrically while food production lags behind.
It made eminent sense. I grew up with
Malthus’ ideas brought up-to-date in
apocalyptic books like The Population
Bomb.
But someone appears to have defused
the bomb. Instead of mass starvation, we
seem to be awash in food. And it’s not
just the US. Obesity is on the increase in
Mexico. Fat-related diabetes is becoming
epidemic in India. One in four people in
China is overweight, more than 60 million people are obese, and the rate of overweight children has increased almost
30-fold since 1985. Everywhere you look,
from Buffalo to Beijing, you can see ballooning bellies. Humans around the
world on a per capita basis are eating
more calories than ever before.
If you’re looking for reasons behind today’s obesity epidemic, don’t stop with
the usual suspects: fast food, trans-fat,
high sugar, low exercise, computer
games, strange bacteria in your gut,
weird molecules in your blood. I personally blame some hardwired human instinct
for sitting around eating salty, greasy,
sugary snacks in preference to hard physical labour. All of these factors are certainly related to the “insidious, creeping pandemic of obesity...now engulfing the entire world”, as one gung-ho expert recently put it. But they are only bits of the puzzle.
The underlying answer is this: There’s
a lot of cheap food around. Yes, walk into
your local mega-grocery-emporium or
just about any food-selling area anywhere in the world and stare the problem
in the face. There’s inexpensive, high-calorie food piled all over the place.
Somehow we outsmarted Malthus.
Food production has not only kept up
with population growth but has managed
somehow to outstrip it. There are ups
and downs from year to year because of

the weather, and there are pockets of starvation around the world – due not to a
global lack of food, but to a lack of ways
to transport it where it’s needed. In general, silos are bursting.
Tonnes of food get plowed under the
ground because there’s so much that
farmers can’t get the prices they want.
Much of the cheap food (corn, for instance) is used to create more expensive
food (like steak). Lots of food means lots
of grease – and meat, sugar, calories.
Lots of food means lots of overweight
people.
If you like the idea of avoiding mass
starvation – and I certainly do – you owe
thanks to two groups of scientists: one
that gave us the Green Revolution around
the 1980s via strains of hardy, high-yielding grains; and another that figured out
how to make bread out of air.
You heard me right. If you’re looking
for someone to blame for today’s era of
plenty, look to a couple of German scientists who lived a century ago. They understood that the problem was not a lack of
food per se, but a lack of fertiliser – then
they figured out how to make endless
amounts of fertiliser.
The No. 1 component of any fertiliser
is nitrogen, and the first of the two German researchers, Fritz Haber, discovered
how to work the dangerous, complex
chemistry needed to pull nitrogen out of
the atmosphere – where it is abundant
but useless for fertiliser – and turn it into
a substance that can grow plants.
A first demonstration was made 100
years ago. Carl Bosch, a young genius
working for a chemical company, quickly
ramped up Haber’s process to industrial
levels. They both won Nobel Prizes.
It ranks among the great ironies of history that these two brilliant men, credited with saving millions from starvation,
are also infamous for other work done later: Haber, a German Jew, was a central
force in developing poison gas in World
War I (and also performed research that
led to the Zyklon B poison gas later used
in Nazi concentration camps); and Bosch,
an ardent anti-Nazi, founded the giant
chemical company I.G. Farben, which
Hitler took over and used to make supplies for World War II.
Today, jaw-droppingly huge HaberBosch plants, much refined and improved, are humming around the world,
pumping out the hundreds of thousands
of tonnes of fertilisers that enrich the
fields that grow the crops that become
the sugars, oils, cattle, noodles, chips,
pizza, burritos and cakes that make us
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There is no global lack of food despite pockets of starvation worldwide, for example, this child
from the village of Sawa Khola in central Nepal. Given continuing growth in Haber-Bosch
fertiliser and a surprising trend towards a worldwide decline in birth rates, it might be within
humanity’s grasp to avoid mass starvation forever. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
fat.
If you don’t think this work important, consider that half the nitrogen in
your body is synthetic, a product of a
Haber-Bosch factory. Or that without
the added food made possible by their discovery, the earth could only support
about four billion people – at least two
billion fewer than today.
And yes, before you e-mail me, I understand the concomitant problems:
stress on ecosystems, pollution (including nitrogen pollution), etc, etc. But I am
an optimist. So instead of moaning, I will

leave you with some more good news:
Even with a world population that
continues to add tens of millions of new
mouths every year, given continuing
growth in Haber-Bosch fertiliser and a
surprising trend towards a worldwide decline in birth rates (if you live about 50
years longer, according to the best estimates, you’ll see humanity reach zero
population growth), it might be within
humanity’s grasp to avoid mass starvation forever.
The writer is author of The Alchemy Of Air, a
history of the Haber-Bosch discovery.
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The forgotten role of government
BY BILL DURODIE
FOR THE STRAITS TIMES
“...a State which dwarfs its men…will find
that with small men no great thing can really be accomplished.”
– John Stuart Mill
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HE proper role, composition
and functioning of the state
has preoccupied scholars from
the time of Plato right down to
the present day.
Understandably, the establishment of
order was often highlighted as the primary task of government. It is no different
today when protecting citizens from the
threat of terrorism, influenza, climate
change and economic uncertainty are so
central.
But history suggests that what truly
motivates people goes beyond the establishment of security. The United States
was famously immortalised by Francis
Scott Key as “the land of the free” – not
“the land of the safe”.
People, in all places and at all times,
have been prepared to risk it all, in order
to be free. We do not just live our lives –
as animals do – we lead them. And we do
not always take kindly to those who, for
whatever benevolent reasons, seek to impose their model of how life should be.
Of course, in a democracy, those politicians who may wish to assert such views
are, ultimately, held accountable by the
people. But neither they, nor the officials
they task with implementing their visions, can ever afford to take this role
lightly. The real art of leadership is to ensure that others follow.
Accordingly, winning hearts and

minds is as important in the domestic arena as it is in resolving conflicts elsewhere. But it is increasingly evident that
for the vast majority of people, the assurance that government is keeping them
safe may not be enough to keep them
on-side. People look for meaning to life,
not just more of it.
The forgotten role of government today is to inspire people, not simply to protect them. In an age marked by the absence of belief in secular ideals, nothing
could be more vital. People who believe
in a cause or project are far more effec-

er than being told what to do while remaining disengaged.
In fact, in almost all societies today, individuals increasingly encounter each other as free and autonomous agents. They
enter into contracts – of employment, of
exchange and of marriage – not at the
point of a gun, but largely through
choice, irrespective of the limitations of
their circumstances.
It is precisely these freely-willed and
freely-entered-into social relations that
oil the complex relations of nations. But
individuals need to have a sense of their

The forgotten role of government
today is to inspire people, not
simply to protect them. In an age marked by the absence of belief
in secular ideals, nothing could be more vital. People who believe
in a cause or project are far more effective agents of it than those
who are coerced or corralled.
tive agents of it than those who are coerced or corralled. But to benefit from
this power of conviction, there needs to
be a concomitant intellectual or ideological engagement that is often absent today.
No state can hope to command and
control every action and interaction of
its citizens. To do so would lead to paralysis. Indeed, those countries that tried to
do so in the last century collapsed from
within, as people withdrew their energies
and enthusiasms from the projects they
were supposed to be supporting. Nothing
is guaranteed to accelerate cynicism fast-

own potential, as well as that of society,
through the prism of having had their imaginations captivated or inspired towards
achieving particular goals.
Unfortunately, such goals for society
today are most notable by their absence.
At the time of the Enlightenment of the
18th century – that period which generated the sense of ourselves as free, equal
and autonomous agents – there was little
need to spell out the need for inspiration.
The tremendous changes and upheavals
that occurred then were inspiration
enough. They led a young William Wordsworth to write: “Bliss was it in that dawn

to be alive. But to be young was very
heaven!”
Today, however, in a more quiescent
period – one not marked primarily by the
removal of kings or concerted challenges
to the domination of religious dogma –
there may be a need to be more conscious about the need to inspire the citizenry. Ours has been cited as an age of
anxiety, but where are the ideas and ideals capable of leading us beyond our narrow existential concern for our own
well-being and towards a broader appreciation of the potential of the collective
human project?
A recent editorial in this newspaper
managed to capture the requisite spirit.
Reflecting on the demise of the US-led
space race on the 40th anniversary of the
moon landings, it argued, “Given America’s dithering, it behooves many Asian
countries to replicate the spirit of 1969”,
before concluding that, far from being a
diversion of resources, such adventures
exemplified the human spirit and could
galvanise a nation.
The choice, so often invoked in our
risk-averse times, between freedom and
security is a false one. Real security can
emerge only from being free and not the
other way around. Sadly, today the maxim “better safe than sorry” seems to dominate over that of “nothing ventured,
nothing gained”. It remains to be seen
whether the future will be captured by
those who would instil absolute safety
first or those who understand the need to
inspire a nation in order to achieve great
things.
The writer is a senior fellow at the S. Rajaratnam
School of International Studies, Nanyang
Technological University. He coordinates the
Homeland Defence Programme at RSIS’ Centre of
Excellence for National Security

HE Group of Eight climate action agenda calling for an 80
per cent reduction in emissions by 2050 has been rightly criticised as mere hot air.
Without any specific short-term targets
or a roadmap, lofty declarations like the
one made in L’Aquila could end up as ineffective as the Kyoto Protocol. The only concrete “achievement” of the G-8
was its commitment to keep mean temperature under 2 deg C over pre-industrial levels – essential to prevent irreversible disruption of the global climate
system.
While G-8 officials were congratulating themselves for reaching an agreement on emission cuts by 2050, scientists were looking at alarming satellite
images showing that Arctic ice has
shrunk considerably over the past four
years. Nasa scientists have said that a recovery in the thickness of perennial Arctic ice was unlikely.
The other G-8 “achievement” – in
setting a 2-degree warming target –
would still spell disaster for developing
nations dependent on rain-fed agriculture. Governments have been coy about
spelling out what such a rise in temperature might mean for countries’ food supplies.
Columnist Gwynne Dyer, quoting an
unpublished study by an Indian
think-tank done on behalf of the World
Bank, concluded that a 2 deg C increase
would result in India’s agricultural production falling by a whopping 25 per
cent. If this estimate is even half accurate, it underscores the urgency of
adopting mitigating policies. However
morally justified, the refusal of developing countries to join in a global effort to
counter global warming amounts to
shirking their responsibility as co-managers of the planet.
Developing countries bear the heavy
responsibility of lifting their millions
out of poverty – and right now, that can
be accomplished only by burning the fossil fuels that cause global warming. The
responsibility for finding a way out of
this conundrum lies mostly with developed nations, but developing countries
cannot hide behind the argument that
the West bears sole historical responsibility for the problem.
At a recent Tallberg Forum in Sweden, interestingly titled How On Earth
Can We Live Together?, former Costa
Rican president Jose-Maria Figueres
summed up the response needed to face
the multifarious challenges posed by global warming as “three decouplings”.
First, decouple growth from carbon
emissions: Contrary to the common belief that reducing carbon emissions is a
costly undertaking, significant gains
can be made through the efficient use of
energy. The development of renewable
energy and associated technologies also
opens up good business opportunities
while mitigating the effects of climate
change.
Second, “we have to decouple our
personal satisfaction from over-consumption”, he said, pointing to the carbon cost of excessive consumption in
the developed world. “In our world today, one billion people over-consume
and are wasteful, and six billion people
do not have enough.”
The third challenge is to “decouple
our political and democratic participation from the context of the nation
state”. This, of course, is the toughest
challenge. Voters elect their leaders to
deliver welfare exclusively to them, not
to other regions. Yet, given the close integration and interdependence of the
world, Mr Figueres says: “We need to
understand that the governments that
we elect at local, regional and national
levels are ever more members of a global community of governments that
need to coordinate actions among themselves so that we all can live better
lives.”
However logical, Mr Figueres’ call
for the election of partners in a global
government will inevitably be met with
yawns. The timidity of the G-8 leaders
in refusing to provide a medium-term
target is evidence of their focus on electoral support back home. Vague promises to cut emissions in the future satisfy
their global posturing without incurring
any political cost.
Meanwhile, global temperatures continue to rise and the glaciers continue to
shrink. Mother Nature was quite clearly
not a signatory at the summit at
L’Aquila.
The writer is editor of YaleGlobal Online

